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ATHENS 

Dear Emmett: 
GREECE 

Thank you for your letter of February 28th which 
has just come and for Miss Richard's useful lette~ 
which you enclosed. Yours seems to have crossed mine 
of the 24th. I am afraid I did not make it clear that 
Alan and I have regarded the bookl as having four authors, 
Alan., you, Chadwick, and Lisa. I represent Alan on 
your distribution sli;s (which seem ;o me a good idea) 
but Lisa•s name must be there, as well as mine, as she 
is actu~lly a contributor and it is important to her 
professionally. She is now a member of the London Semi
nar and took part in the discussion when Sinclair gave 
his talk. In principle\gien each author (in lieu of off
ptints) has six free copies. I agreed ( in my letter to 

~of February 19th) to pay for 50 of the 75 copies for 
which we get the 40 % discount, intending some of these 
to be for the res€rve pool. (It occurs to me tha t it 
might be simpler for me to pay the whole bill when you 
receive it and we Cdn make ~djustments later when We 
know how the numbers are working out.) I will ask Li.sa 
to send her distribution list direct to you so that ¥OU 
can weed out a.ny o~erlap,t>ing. We do want to see the 
list of yours and Chadwick's when it is in order. 

One important name which I should like you to add to 
my preliminary VI~ official list is 

Mr.John D.Barrett 
.f'resident 
Bollingen Foundation, Inc. 
140 .Ea.st 62nd Street 
New York 21 1 N.Y. 

as he is our sponsor. 
I am glad to see that Miss Richar~"' "final guess" is 

roughly what we surmised though not qui te vrhat we hoped. 
It is the shortage of free copies and lack of offprints 
which we find dis~p~ointing, but I am glad to see we shall 
still have a 20 % discount on others. ~agine Heffers 
will not be too ha~py but they are making their own ar
rangements direct with the Society. I gather the Society 
is paying for review copies - I wish we could choose the 
reviewers . They were badly chosen for Documents . 
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